
                                          
SUPERMODEL: 
Imagining Alternative Models and Practices 
SCULPT 659 001 
3 credit hours, 2 weeks 
Sunday, June 3, 2018 3:30 PM  
Saturday, June 16, 2018 4:30 PM 
Instructor: Edra Soto 

COURSE SUMMARY 
Creatives often subscribe to various conceptual models in order to generate or present their ideas. But 
what happens when the preexisting models don’t suit us? And how do we become agents? How can we 
project coherence within our multiple interests? This course will explore the traditional models of the 
studio and the exhibition space and how to find agency in the liminal space in between. Looking at the 
practices of artists like Rick Lowe, Hope Ginsburg and Chemi Rosado-Seijo among others, students will 
explore how traditional models of practice and display have been challenged and transformed. During this 
course, students can choose to focus on challenging notions of the studio and the exhibition space to 
create alternative models that relate to their own practices. Final projects can take the form of sketches, 
diagrams, sculptures, installations, papers, interviews, lectures, collaborations, performance or magic. 

Our subject of exploration for this course will be the human habitat. The house and the idea of home is 
the thematic tread that connects the artist we will be studying. We will explore how these artists engage in 
this theme in different contexts.  

Work frame: Students will focus on the creation and completion of two projects - one being object based 
and another one being in lecture form. For each project students will write a statement (structure to be 
provided by instructor). Students will be provided with a structure to work with or react to. Students 
projects theme and focus will be determined through individual assessments.  

ATTENDANCE AND CLASS POLICY 
Students are expected to attend all classes. Students are expected to be punctual. 
Completion of all assignments, participation and critiques are mandatory. 
Reading assignments must be completed by Thursday, June 14.  

DAILY SCHEDULE 

Sunday, June 3  
Daily notation: Surprise theme 
Introduction to course and open conversations 
Lecture: Supermodel, Living by Example 

Monday, June 4 
Daily notation: Surprise theme 



Introduction to project #1 Human Habitat I 
Studio time / Individual conversations 

Tuesday, June 5 
Daily notation: Surprise theme 
Lecture: House Keeping 
Studio time / Individual conversations 

Wednesday, June 6 
Daily notation: Surprise theme 
Studio time / Individual conversations 
Lecture: On Being Hospitable 

Thursday, June 7 
Daily notation: Surprise theme 
Assessment of project #1 / individual meetings 
Lecture: Color matters 

Friday, June 8 
Daily notation: Surprise theme 
Studio time / individual conversations 
Lecture: Subject and object 

Saturday, June 9 
Daily notation: Surprise theme 
Group critique 
Critique assessment and project statement 

Sunday June 10 
Daily notation: Surprise theme 
Studio time / individual conversations 

Monday, June 11 
Daily notation: Surprise theme 
Studio time / individual conversations 
Speculative Lecture: Publicly deliver an educational  
talk based on conjecture rather than knowledge… 

Tuesday, June 12 
Daily notation: Surprise theme 
Studio time / individual conversations 
Lecture: This is not an art piece 

Wednesday, June 13 
Daily notation: Surprise theme 
Studio time / individual conversations 
Lecture: On being social 

Thursday, June 14 
Daily notation: Surprise theme 
Studio time / individual conversations 
Reading assignment 

Friday, June 15 
Daily notation: Surprise theme 
Critique #2  

Saturday, June 16 
Daily notation: Surprise theme 



Gathering, displaying and viewing of notations curated by your instructor 

READING ASSIGNMENT 

Letters to A Young Artist, Darte Publishing (provided by the Instructor) 

SUGGESTED READINGS 

The Object (Whitechapel: Documents of Contemporary Art) by Anthony Hudek 

Playing at Home: The House in Contemporary Art (Art Since the '80s) by Gill Perry 

Why I Am Not a Maker by Debbie Chachra, The Atlantic 

SUPPLY LIST 

To adhere, attach or tie: Glue, tape, string, rope, air dry clay, hammer, nails 

To cut, carve or trim: scissors, exacto knife, butter knife, multitool knife 

To design, sketch and document: Camera / phone camera / laptop / sketchpad / paper / notation or mark 
making tools of your choice (pencils, pens, brushes, paint). 

To experiment: Objects of your choice 

https://www.amazon.com/Playing-Home-House-Contemporary-Since/dp/1780231806/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1521456594&sr=8-1&keywords=playing+at+home%2C+house+in+contemporary+art

